Reliable detection of objects of interest in complex visual scenes is of prime importance for video-surveillance applications. While most vision approaches deal with tracking visible or partially visible objects in single or multiple video streams, we propose a new approach to automatically detect all objects of interest being part of an analyzed scene, even those entirely hidden in a camera view whereas being present in the scene. For that, we have developed an innovative artificial-intelligence framework embedding a computer vision process fully integrating symbolic knowledge-based reasoning. Our system has been evaluated on standard datasets consisting of video streams with real-world objects evolving in cluttered, outdoor environment under difficult lighting conditions. Our proposed approach shows excellent performance both in detection accuracy and robustness, and outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of video-surveillance in daily life applications (Albanese et al., 2011) has opened the door to the development of automatic systems for multipleobject tracking (Bhat and Olszewska, 2014) , suspicious object detection , or unusual activity recognition (Chen et al., 2014) , in a single or multiple views of a recorded scene (Dai and Payandeh, 2013) .
In particular, the efficient detection and tracking of objects of interest in a multi-camera environment ( Fig. 1 ) is still a challenging task. Indeed, it implies the understanding of the camera network in terms of visual coverage of the cameras (Mavrinac and Chen, 2013) , calibration of the cameras (Remagnino et al., 2004) , etc. It also requires the design of computer vision techniques being robust to varying lighting conditions, or to objects occlusions of different nature such as object-to-object occlusions and objectto-scene occlusions (Yilmaz et al., 2006) . Moreover, it usually involves the modelling of the knowledge about the scene, e.g. the number of the persons evolving in the scene, their location within the scene, or the direction of their trajectory.
In the computer-vision literature, works performing multi-object tracking in multi-camera environment apply techniques such as synergy map (Evans et al., 2013), probabilistic occupancy maps (Fleuret et al., 2008) , or K-shortest path (Berclaz et al., 2011) to model such knowledge. Despite being widely used, these statistical methods are limited in terms of scalability with respect to the number of considered, contextual data (Riboni and Bettini, 2011) .
On the other hand, symbolic representation has been used to codify knowledge about visual scenes in context of video content analysis (Bai et al., 2007) , video summarization (Park and Cho, 2008 (Natarajan and Nevatia, 2005) , (Jeong et al., 2011) , especially modelling the videosurveillance domain (Vrusias et al., 2007) . In these works, ontologies have been developed to describe the studied visual scenes, but not to deduce new information.
Recently, some papers propose to integrate structured symbolic knowledge into computer-vision systems for event recognition (Sridhar et al., 2010) , event prediction (Lehmann et al., 2014) or tracking estimation (Gomez-Romero et al., 2011) . These approaches have been proven to be efficient. However, these context-aware methods are mainly deductive rather than inductive, and are designed for single camera views only.
In this paper, we propose to incorporate symbolic description of the scene together with ontological reasoning into a vision system to infer knowledge about the scene in order to detect and track objects of interest which may be hidden in some/most of the views. Hence, the designed system features a multi-camera, knowledge-based, detector and tracker of both visible and non-visible objects of the scene, and generates a complete, semantic description of the scene as well as its visual annotation in all views.
The analysed scene is assumed to be acquired in outdoor or indoor environment, captured by multiple, synchronized cameras with overlapping field of views (FOVs). Our system supports both static or mobile cameras, and does not require the specific knowledge of the parameters of the cameras.
Objects evolving in the scene could present occlusions in one or several views. Occlusions could be of object-to-object type, when two or more objects of interest overlap each other in a ratio from 0.1 to 1 (or full occlusion); or of object-to-scene type, when an object of interest is partially or totally not visible due to objects present in the background.
The developed intelligent vision system allows a computationally efficient and accurate analysis of objects of interest evolving in one or multiple views of a scene. It provides both qualitative and quantitative answers to the following questions: How much objects are in the scene? Where are the objects in each view? Is there a hidden object in a view? Which object is hidden in that view? Where about it is hidden in that view?
Hence, the contributions of this paper are twofold:
• the design of an automated vision system to detect both visible and invisible objects of interest evolving in real-world scenes captured by multiple, synchronized cameras;
• the use of symbolic knowledge representation and qualitative spatial relations for information induction rather than deduction, in context of automated detection and tracking of objects of interest in multi-view scenes.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe our system for multi-camera stream analysis (see Fig. 2 ) based on both computer vision techniques to compute quantitative data, and on artificial intelligence methods to process qualitative knowledge in order to induce information. Our approach performance have been assessed on standard, real-world video-surveillance dataset as reported and discussed in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn up in Section 4.
PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach consists of seven steps as summarized in Fig. 2 .
At first, frames of the different views of the scene are extracted from the videos acquired by cameras which could have the same or different calibration parameters (see Fig. 4 , 1st row).
Secondly, these visual views are processed in order to be synchronized both in time and space. The temporal synchronization consists in matching the time stamp of each of the video frame with this of a frame related to another view. Spatial matching (Ferrari et al., 2006) of temporally synchronized views is performed by matching local descriptors extracted in both frames of each of the background view. If there is more than two views, the matching process is repeated for each of the pair of views. It is worth to note that this second step could be done offline or partially skipped in case of synchronized videos or previously aligned views.
Thirdly, the visible objects of interest are detected in each of the visual views as described in (Olszewska, 2015) by means of active contours (see Fig.  4 , 2nd row). Active contours are initialized based on blobs obtained by combining both frame difference and background subtraction techniques. Considering a color image I(x, y) with M and N, its width and height, respectively, and RGB, its color space, blobs are computed in parallel by, on one hand, the difference between a current frame I v k (x, y) in the view v and the precedent one I v k−1 (x, y), and by, on the other hand, the difference between the current frame I v k (x, y) and a background model of the view v, and afterwards, by adding both results in order to extract the foreground in the corresponding view. The background itself is modeled using the running Gaussian average (RGA), characterized by the mean µ v b and the variance (σ v b ) 2 , as the RGA method suits well for real-time tracking. Hence, the foreground is determined by (Olszewska, 2015)
and
where t f , is the threshold, and n ∈ N 0 . To compute a final blob defined by labeled connected regions, morphological operations such as opening and closure are applied to the extracted foreground F v , in order to exploit the existing information on the neighboring pixels, in a view v,
Then, an active contour is computed for each frame k in each view v separately, and for each targeted object. In this work, an active contour (Olszewska, 2012 ) is a parametric curve C C C (s) : [0, 1] − → R 2 , which evolves from its initial position computed by means of Eq. (4) to its final position, guided by internal and external forces as follows:
where C C C ss and C C C ssss are respectively the second and the fourth derivative with respect to the curve parameter s; α is the elasticity; β is the rigidity; and Ξ Ξ Ξ is the multi-feature vector flow (Olszewska, 2013) .
After the detection of the visible objects of interest in the different views is performed using active contours as explained above, the symbolic description of the visual views is extracted automatically using the framework set in (Olszewska and McCluskey, 2011) and repeated for each of the view.
The generation of the semantic scene description, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for a snippet of the scene presented in Fig. 4 ., followed by the generation of the views' knowledge-based descriptions (Fig. 4, 3rd row), is automatically induced by the reasoner. As each view is related to another one because of the overlapping fields of view of the same scene and because of views' synchronisation, logic rules have been defined in DL such as hasInScene Scene Property hasInView1
where N ∈ N is the number of views, and hasInViewn is set as a sub-property of hasInScene, with n = 1, ..., N.
Then, the detection of the hidden objects in the visual views is based on this induced knowledge. Moreover, qualitative spatial relations such as RCC-8 and the o'clock model applied to objects of each of the views allow the definition of the potential regions where could appear hidden objects. Finally, the nonvisible objects detected in the last step as well as the visible objects detected in the third step are all localized in the views by means of bounding boxes (see Fig. 4, 4th row) . The latter ones are computed to surround the detected objects in order to use standard metrics for sake of comparison with other methods, when tracking over the time the target objects, as detailed in Section 3.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate our approach, we have applied our system on the publicly available CVLAB dataset (Berclaz et al., 2011) called Passageway. It contains four video-surveillance sequences, recorded each by one of the four corresponding DV cameras at a rate of 25 fps, and encoded with Indeo 5. All cameras were synchronized and located about 2 meters from the ground. They were filming the same area under different angles, and their fields of view were overlapping (Fig. 1) . The resulting four videos are made of 2500 frames each, with a frame resolution of 360x288 pixels. The chosen location for the data acquisition was an outdoor environment consisting of a dark underground passageway to a train station, where were evolving objects of interests, i.e. pedestrians. This database of 10,000 images in total owns challenges such as handling variations of the persons in quantity, pose, motion, size, appearance, and scale. In particular, the area covered by the system is wide, and people get very small on the far end of the scene, making their precise localization challenging.
This series of multi-camera video sequences involving several people passing through a public underground passageway also presents large lighting variations, which is typical in real-world surveillance situations. Indeed, scene's lighting conditions are very poor, since a large portion of the images is either underexposed or saturated.
Most importantly, this dataset requires the processing of multi-view video streams where many parts of the scenario were filmed by only two or even a single camera, with some people partially occluded or not visible over significant numbers of frames in the related views. All these difficulties make the dataset challenging and interesting to test our approach.
All the experiments have been run on a computer with Intel Core 2 Duo Pentium T9300, 2.5 GHz, 2Gb RAM, using MatLab and OWL languages as well as HermiT reasoner.
To evaluate the performance of our system, we (Fleuret et al., 2008) , (Berclaz et al., 2011) , and our. (Berclaz et al., 2011) . The detection precision metric (MODP) assesses the quality of the bounding box alignment in case of correct detection, while its accuracy counterpart (MODA) evaluates the relative number of false positives and missed detections (Kasturi et al., 2009 ). The tracking precision metric (MOTP) measures the alignment of tracks compared against ground truth, while the tracking accuracy metric (MOTA) produces a score based on the amount of false positives, missed detections, and identity switches (Bernardin and Stiefelhagen, 2008) . Our approach has been tested for detection and tracking of both visible and hidden objects of interest on the four multi-camera video streams of the CVLAB dataset.
Samples of our results are presented in Fig. 4 . This scene presents difficult situations such as strong patterns, e.g. the yellow line on the floor in views 2 and 3 or the staircases in views 3 and 4, poor foreground/background contrast, light reflections, or illumination changes. Moreover, some target objects could only be seen in one of the views as per configuration illustrated in Fig. 1 . Hence, in Fig. 4 , the three persons present in the scene are only visible in one of the four views (view 2). Views 1 and 4 only show two of the three persons, whereas only one of them appears in the view 3. Our system copes well with these situations as discussed below.
In Table 1 , we have reported the Multiple Object Detection Accuracy (MODA) and Multiple Ob- ject Detection Precision (MODP) rates of our method against the rates achieved by (Fleuret et al., 2008) and (Berclaz et al., 2011) , while in Table 2 , we have displayed the Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) and Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) scores of our method against the rate obtained by (Berclaz et al., 2011) .
From Tables 1-2, we can observe that our system provides reliable detection of objects of interest in multi-camera environment, and that our multipleobject tracking method is also very accurate, outperforming state-of-the-art techniques. Indeed, methods relying, e.g. on detection maps which can get very noisy due to the difficult real-world, outdoor environment conditions, have thus their performance greatly affected (Fleuret et al., 2008) , (Berclaz et al., 2011) , unlike our approach.
Furthermore, state-of-the-art methods only deal with partial occlusions of the objects, whereas our system allows the detection of hidden objects, i.e. objects of interest fully occluded by either other foreground objects or by background objects. Our system performs the invisible object detection and tracking by means of the conjunction of effective vision techniques with knowledge induction and integration of qualitative spatial relations. It is worth noting that strong occlusions are an additional difficulty for tracking systems to keep the tracks of the objects of interest.
For all the dataset, the average computational speed of our approach is in the range of milliseconds, thus our developed system could be used in context of real-world, video surveillance.
CONCLUSIONS
Detecting and tracking both visible and invisible objects in multi-camera environment is a challenging task in video surveillance. For this purpose, we have developed a system incorporating symbolic knowledge, including spatial relations, into a computervision framework. Our approach outperforms the ones found in the literature for both object detection and tracking as demonstrated on outdoor real-world scenes, while the proposed conceptual reasoning contribute to the visual processing, allowing the location of hidden objects through knowledge induction.
